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ABSTRACT. Arrangements of point masses and ideal harmonic springs are used to model

two dimensional crystals. First, the Born cyclic condition is applied to a double

chain composed of coupled linear lattices to obtain a cylindrical arrangement. Then

the quadratic Lagrangian function for the system is written in matrix notation. The

Lagrangian is diagonalized to yield the natural frequencies of the system. The trans-

formation to achieve the diagonalization was obtained from group theorectic considera-

tions. Next, the techniques developed for the double chain are applied to a square

lattice. The square lattice is transformed into the toroidal Ising model. The direct

product nature of the symmetry group of the torus reveals the transformation to diag-

onalize the Lagrangian for the Ising model, and the natural frequencies for the prin-

cipal directions in the model are obtained in closed form.
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1. INTRODUCTION.

It is our purpose to extend our previous work on the applications of group repre-

sentation theory in classical mechanics [1,2,5]. In the references cited, we have ob-

tained the natural frequencies of vibration for monatomic and diatomic one dimensional

lattices of point masses and ideal springs and have given a complete solution for nat-

ural frequencies in a one dimensional lattice in which nearest neighbors are coupled

through velocities as well as position coordinates.

In brief, our solutions were obtained by replacing a one dimensional, linear

array of (N+I) particles with a symmetric, circular arrangement of N particles through

imposition of the Born cyclic condition. The Lagrangian function for the new model

was then expressed in matrix notation. From the irreducible matrix representations
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of the symmetry group for our mechanical system, we wrote a unitary transformation

matrix, U, with which to diagonalize the Lagrangian via a similarity transformation.

The full symmetry group for the circular model is the nonabelian, dihedral

group of order 2N. However, by choosing the cyclic rotation subgroup of the di-

hedral group for computational purposes, all irreducible representations were found

to be one dimensional which would not have been the case had the nonabelian, dihedral

group been employed in our calculations. The one dimensional nature of the irreduci-

ble representations made the task of constructing U much easier than would otherwise

have been the case.

In this paper, we investigate the vibrations of a two dimensional, rectangular

lattice (or Ising model) of point masses and interconnecting, ideal springs. Topo-

logically, the two dimensional lattice may be taken as the direct product of two

linear lattices, each of the sort just considered. Successive applications of the

Born cyclic condition will first replace the plane lattice with a cylindrical array

and then transform the cylinder into an arrangement of point masses and springs on

the surface of a torus [4,5,6]. In turn, the torus may be regarded as the direct

product of two circular arrays derived from two linear arrays by independent appli-

cations of the Born condition.

We will take the symmetry group, G, of the torus to be the direct product of

the rotation groups of the factor circles in the direct product representation of the

torus. It is easily seen that the operations in G are symmetry elements of the torus

and that G is abelian. However, if the original lattice is square, G will not be

cyclic.

Since G is abelian, all irreducible, matrix representations of G will be one

dimensional. That is, each representation is a multiplicative group of complex

numbers. Since all of the irreducible representations of the abelian direct product

of two finite, abelian groups can be found from the direct matrix products of the ir-

reducible representations of the factor groups, the transformation matrix for the

Lagrangian of the toroidal lattice will be U U, the matrix direct product of the

transformation matrices for the qriginal circular lattices [7].
Our computations will yield in closed form all the natural frequencies for vibra-

tions in directions parallel to chains of nearest neighboring particles. One the

transformation matrix has been found, the task presents no difficulties beyond the

computational level. However, an appreciation of the direct product relationships

among one and two dimensional lattices, symmetry groups, and representations leads to

the discovery of the transformation matrix and is a significant result in itself.

2. THE DOUBLE CHAIN..

We first fix attention upon a 2 x N chain of identical point masses (m) as shown

in Figure I. By application of the Born cyclic condition, we take the first and last

particles of each chain to be connected, thereby creating a cylindrical arrangement.

The particles are numbered from left to right as through N in the first row and from
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left to right as N + 1 through 2N in the second row.

k-2 k-i k k+l k+2

N+k-2 N+k-i N+k N+k+l N+k+2

Figure i. The Double Chain.

We allow only those motions of the system with particle displacements parallel

to the length of the chain. If an only if two vertices (in Fig. i) are connected by

a line segment, the point masses at those vertices are connected by an ideal, massless

spring lying along the segment. The horizontal springs have force constant I"
The diagonal springs which provide coupling between the chains and which connect

next nearest neighbors have spring constant 2" The diagonal springs are the source

of a harmonic restoring force to oppose a shear of one chain across the other.

Vertical springs between particles k and N+k (k 1,2,3,...,N) are not included.

The inclusion of vertical springs would not change the elastic potential energy of the

system for motions along the length of the chain since, for very small displacements

of the endpoints of such vertical springs, the changes in their lengths would be negli-

gible. Furthermore, any contribution made by such springs would be anharmonic. Thus

we have a model of coupled linear lattices for which all restoring forces will be har-

monic.

We denote by x. the displacement of the j-th particle from its equilibrium posi-

tion along the direction parallel to the chain. The equilibrinn separation of near-

est neighbors along each chain is equal to the distance between chains. That is, the

equilibrium positions of particles j, j+l, N+j, and N+j+I are the vertices of a square.

j-i

--->
Xj_l

N+j-I

---->

j+l

.-_> .___>
Xo Xo

J+l

N+j N+j+I

----> ----7

XN+j+XN+j-I XN/j

Figure 2. Displacements from Equilibrium.

1 m(j) 2
The kinetic energy of the j-th parricide is just - and the total kinetic

energy of the system can be written as -m XIX where I is the 2N x 2N identity matrix
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and is the column matrix of velocities co1(x1,2,3 x2N), and X is the transpose

The elastic potential energy of the spring joining masses j and j+l (where N+I

means 1 and 2N+I means N+I) is

1
1 -xj)

2 1 2 2

" (Xj+l " l(Xj+l-2Xj+lXj+Xj)
A simple calculation with differentials yields the result that the elastic po-

tential energy of the spring between masses and N+j+I(j 1,2,3 N) is

1 ++i i 2 + x2).B2 S2(XN+j+I 2XN+j+lXj J

The total elastic potential energy for the set of horizontal springs is quadratic
1 glx where gl is thein the displacements and may be written in the matrix form 81

the potential energy matrix given by 1 2I + 71). The matrix I is again the

2N 2N identity matrix and

V 0u with
0 v

V

0 -1 0 0 0 -1
-1 0 -1 0 0 0
0 -1 0 -1 0 0
0 0 -1 0 0 0

-i ; ; ; ...-i ;

(Eq. 1)

That is, i)( is the direct sum of two N x N matrices, V{ 1)
(

V@ V. The matrix

V is precisely the matrix which gives the potential energy of interaction between dif-

ferent particles and which appears in computations for the single, one dimensional

lattice [1,2,3]. The displacement matrix X col(Xl,X2,X3 X2N), and X is the trans-

pose of X.

Similarly, the elastic potential energy of the system of diagonal springs is
(1)1 2X where g2 21 + 2given by 82

v 0

and I and V are as defined above.

The Lagrangian of the double chain is then

1 I~ 1 g 1
L m 81AVlX 82AV2X. (Eq. 2)
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Next, we must discover a suitable symmetry group for the cylindrical double chain

from which to derive a transformation matrix. Reflection, , across the center line

midway between the two linear chains is a symmetry operation upon the double chain

and remains so after the double chain has been transformed into a cylinder and the

center line into a circle.

If E denotes the identity operation upon the system, we have the two-group

M {E,}, a subgroup of the full symmetry group of the double chain.

After application of the Born cyclic condition, the chain is also invariant under

the action of the rotation group C(N) {R,R2,R3, ...,RN-1,RN E} where R is a rotation
2

of--radian about the axis of the cylinder.

The direct product

C{N) (R) M {E,R,R2,...,RN-I,,R,R2,...,BRN-I}
is abelian and is also a subgroup of the full symmetry group of the double chain.

Since M, C(N), and C(N) M are abelian, all irreducible matrix representations are

one dimensional and there are 2N nonequivalent representations of C(N) (R) M[7,8].
The two irreducible representations of M are given by

I’(,i)’I’(.I) {t) -1 F (I) (E) I;M

The N representations of C(N) are given by

rCk)_ rCk) (Rg) exp
2rkgi

(N) C(N) N for k 1,2,3 N

As direct products of the representations of C(N) and M, the irreducible repre-

sentations of C(N) M are

r (k) r (k) (Rz) r (k) (vRz) exp 2vkii
N

for k 1,2,3

r (N+k) r (N+k) (R) exp 2wki
N

F (N+k} (vR) exp 2ki forN

k 1,2,3 ,N.

From these irreducible representations, we construct the 2N 2N unitary trans-

formation matrix U as described in the references cited [1,2,3] The 4N
2

entries

in [/ are just the complex members taken from the 2N irreducible representations of

C (N) M.

[/= __I U
1 _,
1

where

2kiU is N x N and the (,k)-th entry of U is exp N That is,
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U

2zi 4i
exp -- exp -- exp

4i 8i
exp -- exp exp

6i 12i
exp --if- exp N exp

6i
N

1

12i 1
N

18hi
N 1

1 1

(Eq. 3)

Now we transform the Lagrangian given by Equation 2.

1 (U-I 1L - m )(UlU-

! (UVlU-) (ux)2 I1 (u-1
1

1 1 1

1 1 1/. (t/ill tj-1)m *I -1 2.(U2U-1)N
The transform of X is col(lq2qS...q2N), the column matrix of symmetry coordi-

nates; * is the complex transpose of . The symmetry coordinates are the coordinates

in which the potential energy matrices will be diagonal. The complex nature of the

symmetry coordinates will not affect the eigenvalues of V
1

and V2 which determine the

natural frequencies [2].
The results of the matrix computations to transform V1 and V

2
are given below.

L/-1 U(2I + V)U
-1

0
i

U(21 + V)U
1

0

where V is given by Equation i, U is given by Equation 3, and

-1
u(2I+V)U

2 "IT
4sin 0 0 0

4sin
2 2__ 0 0
N

2 5
0 4sin 0

N

0 0 0
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UV2U-I U(21 + V_I))u-1
2

2-2 cos-r- 0 0 0 0 0

0 2-2 cos--- 0 0 0 0
61

0 0 2-2 cos-- 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 2+2 cos,--- 0
41

0 0 0 0 0 2+2 cos--
0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

The equations of motion for the double chain are then given by

d 3L 3L
0.

For k 1,2,3 N,

2kmk [481 sin
2 8+z-2ki (2- 2 cos T )]k

[481 sin
2 __+ 282k sin2 ]Bk

implying natural frequencies of

2 rk
1 481 sin2 ---ff+rrk 282 sin --N

fk -- m

For k N + , = 1,2,3,...,N,

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

6r
2+2 cos-- 0

0 0

mN+ _[481 sin
2 z

+
1 2.-- 82(2 + 2 cos T;]nN+Z

_[481 sin
2 F 2 r

--ff + 282 cos --ff]N+’
implying natural frequencies of

1 /481 sin2 2
--ff + 282 cos

fN+ 2---
m

Thus the natural frequencies of the 2N normal modes of longitudinal vibration

in our model of a 2 x N chain have been found.
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3. THE N x N TWO DIMENSIONAL ISING MODEL.

We now consider the N N, two dimensional crystal lattice of ideal springs

and point masses. The unit cell for this lattice is a simple square. We visualize

this two dimensional lattice as constructed of parallel chains connected by diagonal

springs just as were the chains in the previous section. By two applications of the

Born cyclic condition, we take the lattice to lie on the surface of a torus. Each

circular lattice is now coupled to circles on either side whereas in the double chain

each chain was coupled to the other chain only.

The point masses are counted across the horizontal chains from 1 through N

for the first chain, from N + 1 through 2N for the second chain, from N(N-I) + 1

through N2 for the N-th chain. Figure 3 shows the two dimensional lattice in the

vicinity of the (kN+j)-th point mass which is the j-th mass in the k-th chain. The

motions are taken parallel to the chains as the arrows indicate.

k

k+2

Figure 3.

Again the horizontal springs, which are parallel to the motions of the system,

have force constant 81 and the diagonal springs between next nearest neighbors have

force constant 82
The potential energy matrices will be N2 N

2
and can be constructed from the

N N matrix V defined by Equation I. The potential energy for the horizontal springs

is quadratic in the displacements Xl,X2,X3 X(N2). By the same reasoning which led

to V for the double chain we have V 21 +(i) where I is the N2 N2 identity matri
1 1

and

VI)

’V 0 0 0

0 V 0 0

0 0 V 0

0 0 0 v

N
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Then the potential energy for the horizontal springs is BlXglX, and X is

the column matrix X col(XlX2X3 X(N2)..
The potential energy matrix, g2’ for the diagonal springs requires the inclusion

of the N x N matrix V twice in each row of the block form since each horizontal chain

is coupled to two other chains For the same reason, 4I replaces 2I which appeared

when the matrix for the double chain was written.

For the diagohal springs of the N x N Ising model, we have g2 4I + gl)" where

(i)

Note that the block form of VI)r
is exactly the same as that of V when V in gl)(

corresponds to -I in V.
1

The potential energy contribution by the diagonal springs is 62Xg2X.
1 ml and the Lagrangian becomesThe kinetic energy is simply

L=m -We take as the symmetry group of the system the direct product group C(N) @ C(N).

In the case of the double chain, the reflection group M is isomorphic to C2), the

rotation group of order 2. In general, if the lattice were N (R) L, we would take the

symmetry group CN) (R) C(L). The construction of the unitary tranformation matrix 0

is analogous to that for the double chain. In this case,

1

u u i- u

U exp Tu2i
exp

4i

uk--’’*
_

exp, Tu4i exp, 2(N-I)iN
_-A

8ri 4 (N-l)riexp T U exp N
-f --i ",

4(N-l)iU exp 2(N-I)iN U exp N
U exp 2(N-.I.)2iN U

where U is given by Equation 3.

The matrix multiplications are straightforward but tedious as we diagonalize the

Lagrangian. The tricks involved are just those which are useful in the one dimensional

case [1,2,3]. We employ the same notation for the symmetry coordinates as we did in the
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case of the double chain and write N UX with N col(iD2q3
The transformed Lagrangian is

1 n/*I/ 1 131 (UVlU-1
1 12). {UI/2U- 1

-1
The matrix UIU consists of N diagonal blocks each of which is the N x N matrix

2
4 sin 0 0 0N

0 4 sin
2

0 0N
2 3

0 0 4 sin 0
N

0 0 0

-I
The matrix UV2U has the block diagonal form

A
1

0 0 0

0 A
2

0 0

0 0 AS 0

0 0 0 AN

where A
k

is the N N matrix given by

4-4cos2{k-1) 2T
N cos-- 0

2(k-1)Tr 4r
0 4-4cosos--
0 0 4_4cos2 (k-l)T 6Tr

N cos-- 0

2 (I-I)T
0 0 0 4-4cos

for k 1,2,3 N.

Finally, putting all these computations together, we have the terms in the

Lagrangian which involve qN+k and q*N+k to be
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L (N+k’ qN+k N+k’N+k
1 ", 1 2 kn
mgN+kgN+k - E1(4 sin -)gN+k*N+k

2,T 2kT[,1 (4-4 COS COS ----Jrl4 2 N+kN+k

Then as a function the integers k and , k 1,2,3 N, K 0,2,3,...,N-I, the

equation of motion for the (KN+k)-th symmetry coordinate is

2JTr 2kTr,
mlN+k _(4131 sin

2 k
232 cos cos- + 2B 2 --)nN+k

Therefore, for the ordered pair of integers (K,k), we have the natural frequency

isin2 k g 2k--+ 282 282 cos
N

cos ----1
f(K,k) - m

N
2

Since there are such pairs of integers, we have all the different natural

frequencies. Note that (,k) (0,N) corresponds to the frequency f(0,N) 0 implying

a translation.

If we make a change of variables to obtain a notation which is more familiar in

solid state physics, we can write

[/4Blsin2 k’ 2’ 2k’---+ 22 22
cos

N
cos

N1
f(K’,k’) - m

N N N<k, <Nwhere < ’ ! , . We have the maximum possible frequency for

) frequency i/+B2m The possible values of ’(’,k’) .0,
N

This maximum is

and k’ define a square Brillouin zone in an (’,k’)-space with vertices at (t’,k’)
.N .N(_,_). The zero frequency occurs at (0,0).

4. CONCLUSIONS.

The simplifications of the problem of the two dimensional mechanical Ising model

were made possible by appreciation of the direct product nature of the torus and its

symmetry group.

e conclude with three observations about the results for the natural frequencies.

First, the frequencies reduce to those of N independent linear chains if 2 is taken

to be zero.

Next, we note that the computations for the double chain were included in this

paper since it was the insight into the mathematics which we gained in doing the

simpler problem that enabled us to see our way through the general problem. In any

event, the double chain is interesting in itself, and the results are consistent with

those for the general problem.

Finally, we can observe that if vertical springs are included, we would have the

same frequencies for displacements parallel to these vertical springs since we would
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then ignore the contributions of the horizontal springs to the total potential energy.

Thus we have all frequencies along the principal directions of our general N x N two

dimensional lattice.
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